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Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan - 2013-12-03
Sheds light on the history of the characters in the series by going back in
time to the Golden Age of Edo when Rikuo's father, Rihan, first took
control of the Nura clan.
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2015-02-03
While the day belongs to humans, the night belongs to
yokai,supernatural creatures that thrive on human fear. Caught between
these worlds is Rikuo Nura. He's three-quarters human, but his
grandfather is none other than Nurarihyon, the supreme commander of
the Nura clan, a powerful yokai consortium. So, Rikuo is an ordinary
teenager three quarters of the time, until his yokai blood awakens. Then
Rikuo transforms into the future leader of the Nura clan, leading a
hundred demons. Rikuo arrives at the palace where Seimei awaits as the
battle reaches its climax! When Rikuo, Seimei and Hagoromo-Gitsune
engage in a three-sided struggle, will two of the longtime adversaries
join forces to defeat the third?! In this exciting final volume, the story of
three generations of yokai yakuza comes full circle!
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2014-12-02
While the day belongs to humans, the night belongs to
yokai,supernatural creatures that thrive on human fear. Caught between
theseworlds is Rikuo Nura. He's three-quarters human, but his
grandfather isnone other than Nurarihyon, the supreme commander of
the Nura clan, apowerful yokai consortium. So, Rikuo is an ordinary
teenager threequarters of the time, until his yokai blood awakens. Then
Rikuotransforms into the future leader of the Nura clan, leading a
hundreddemons. Key members of the Nura clan plunge into battle with
the Gokadoin clan, but as the battle wears on, Rikuo struggles to keep
his clan energized for battle. Meanwhile, Ryuji seeks a way to penetrate
the Gokadoin stronghold…Aoi Spiral Castle!
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2014-06-03
While the day belongs to humans, the night belongs to
yokai,supernatural creatures that thrive on human fear. Caught between
theseworlds is Rikuo Nura. He's three-quarters human, but his
grandfather isnone other than Nurarihyon, the supreme commander of
the Nura clan, apowerful yokai consortium. So, Rikuo is an ordinary
teenager threequarters of the time, until his yokai blood awakens. Then
Rikuotransforms into the future leader of the Nura clan, leading a
hundreddemons. Rikuo and the Nura clan fight off the devious body parts
of a dissected Sanmoto Gorozaemon, while Rikuo’s allies fight back
against his reputation as the harbinger of the apocalypse. But battle still
looms against the members of the Hundred Stories clan... And it’s
possible that Sanmoto himself could be reborn in the form of yet another
ghost story!
Kaguya-sama: Love Is War, Vol. 6 - Aka Akasaka 2019-01-01
Will Kaguya figure out what Miyuki wants for his birthday plus present
him with the perfect cake? Is treasurer Yu flunking out of school and
beyond help...or can the one he fears most get him back on track? Then
the romantic autumn moon-viewing festival leads to some stellar night
moves. The student council plays a role-playing game in which at least
one member doesn’t get to play out their fantasy. Ai assumes an alter
ego to prove she can get Miyuki to fall in love with her in just one day.
And Miyuki’s time as student council president is up! We play many roles
in life. -- VIZ Media
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan, Vol. 9 - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2012-06-11
The yokai Hagoromo-Gitsune continues her attack to break the eight
seals of Hidemoto. If she succeeds, the entire city of Kyoto will be under
her full control. To save the city, Rikuo and his newfound allies, other
trainee yokai that he’s met in the city of Tono, will have to harness all the
power they’ve learned and travel from the safety of Tono toward the
ensuing fray in Kyoto! -- VIZ Media
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan, Vol. 2 - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2011-07-14
When the Kyuso yokai clan kidnaps Rikuo's classmates Kana and Yura,
Rikuo transforms into his yokai form to save them. But the plot is far
from over. It turns out Gyuki, a top officer in the Nura clan, secretly
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masterminded the attack! Unfortunately, Rikuo learns of this deceit just
as he's embarking on a camping trip to a mountain renowned for yokai
activity. Is Rikuo walking into a trap?! -- VIZ Media
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2014-02-04
While the day belongs to humans, the night belongs to yokai,
supernatural creatures that thrive on human fear. Caught between these
worlds is Rikuo Nura. He's three-quarters human, but his grandfather is
none other than Nurarihyon, the supreme commander of the Nura clan, a
powerful yokai consortium. So, Rikuo is an ordinary teenager three
quarters of the time, until his yokai blood awakens. Then Rikuo
transforms into the future leader of the Nura clan, leading a hundred
demons. Rihan and Kurotabo join forces in decadent Edo Period Japan,
forming an otherworldly bond in order to vanquish their enemy. Little do
they know that the Hundred Stories clan and its leader—the dreadful,
dismembered Sanmoto—are far from defeated! Back in the present, a
yokai named Kudan is spreading rumors that Rikuo is bent on world
destruction and must be stopped by any means… Reads R to L (Japanese
Style) for teen audiences.
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan, Vol. 25 - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2015-02-03
Rikuo arrives at the palace where Seimei awaits as the battle reaches its
climax! When Rikuo, Seimei and Hagoromo-Gitsune engage in a threesided struggle, will two of the longtime adversaries join forces to defeat
the third?! In this exciting final volume, the story of three generations of
yokai yakuza comes full circle! -- VIZ Media
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan, Vol. 4 - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2011-07-25
The Nura clan’s turf has been invaded! A mysterious set of travelers
arrives in Ukiyoe Town to wreak havoc and challenge Rikuo in his
position as the leader of Japan’s most powerful yokai syndicate. They
even infiltrate his school! If Rikuo wants to maintain the Nura clan’s
status and protect his human friends from the rival yokai’s malice, he’s
going to have to call his hundred demons to battle and prepare for his
biggest fight yet! -- VIZ Media
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2014-10-07
While the day belongs to humans, the night belongs to
yokai,supernatural creatures that thrive on human fear. Caught between
theseworlds is Rikuo Nura. He's three-quarters human, but his
grandfather isnone other than Nurarihyon, the supreme commander of
the Nura clan, apowerful yokai consortium. So, Rikuo is an ordinary
teenager threequarters of the time, until his yokai blood awakens. Then
Rikuotransforms into the future leader of the Nura clan, leading a
hundreddemons. Yura and Tsuchigumo are under attack in Tsuchigumo’s
home territory of Kyushu! The Gokadoin clan's Hiruko, a descendant of
the evil Seimei, is more powerful than they had expected. Meanwhile
Rikuo seeks advice from his grandfather--how will he gather enough fear
to defeat this fearsome enemy?!
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan, Vol. 14 - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2013-04-02
As Nurarihyon is attacked by hordes of angry Kyoto yokai, Rikuo and his
hundred demons arrive to attempt to take down Hagoromo-Gitsune, a
yokai about to give birth to a dangerous dark-arts yokai from the past! A
massive battle ensues that reveals secrets of Rikuo’s family history...and
puts him in some serious risk of bodily harm! -- VIZ Media
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan, Vol. 15 - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2013-06-04
As the ancient yokai Hagoromo-Gitsune prepares to give birth to the new
reincarnation of Nue, ancestor to the world-killing Gokadoin clan, Rikuo
rushes to learn new skills and battle moves that will ready him for his
biggest battle yet. -- VIZ Media
How a Realist Hero Rebuilt the Kingdom (Light Novel) Vol. 13 Dojyomaru 2021-12-28
BATTLE AT SEA Risking her life to save her homeland, Shabon, a
princess from the Nine-Headed Dragon Archipelago, joins Souma’s side
in hopes of stopping an impending war. But with a fleet already en route
to the hostile archipelago under his orders, Souma sets out on an
infiltration mission before it arrives, and he discovers that the real threat
is a massive creature in their waters that defies all common sense!
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serious personal and academic consequences. The much-anticipated,
much-dreaded Sports Festival finally arrives! And Chika dreams up a
new game for the student council to play together—with literally
explosive results. Who cares what other people think? -- VIZ Media
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2012-06-05
When night falls, the yokai king will rise. Reads R to L (Japanese Style),
for audiences rated teen. While the day belongs to humans, the night
belongs to yokai,supernatural creatures that thrive on human fear.
Caught between these worlds is Rikuo Nura. He's three-quarters human,
but his grandfather is none other than Nurarihyon, the supreme
commander of the Nura clan, a powerful yokai consortium. So, Rikuo is
an ordinary teenager three quarters of the time, until his yokai blood
awakens. Then Rikuo transforms into the future leader of the Nura clan,
leading a hundred demons. Tono Monogatari The yokai HagoromoGitsune continues her attack to break the eight seals of Hidemoto. If she
succeeds, the entire city of Kyoto will be under her full control. To save
the city, Rikuo and his newfound allies, other trainee yokai that he’s met
in the city of Tono, will have to harness all the power they’ve learned and
travel from the safety of Tono toward the ensuing fray in Kyoto!
Yu-Gi-Oh! the Art of the Cards - UDON 2017-04-11
The Yu-Gi-Oh! TRADING CARD GAME allows kids, teenagers, and adults
to relive the exciting duels that take place in the animated Yu-Gi-Oh!
series. Yu-Gi-Oh! THE ART OF THE CARDS collects the classic artwork
of every real life playable card featured in the original Yu-Gi-Oh! DUEL
MONSTERS animated series. Featuring over 800 cards, this prestigious
hardcover tome is the ultimate archive of the cards used by Yugi Muto,
Joey Wheeler, Seto Kaiba, Mai Valentine and more in their battles to
prove who truly has "the Heart of the Cards".
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2014-04-01
While the day belongs to humans, the night belongs to yokai,
supernatural creatures that thrive on human fear. Caught between these
worlds is Rikuo Nura. He's three-quarters human, but his grandfather is
none other than Nurarihyon, the supreme commander of the Nura clan, a
powerful yokai consortium. So, Rikuo is an ordinary teenager three
quarters of the time, until his yokai blood awakens. Then Rikuo
transforms into the future leader of the Nura clan, leading a hundred
demons. Thanks to rumors, all of Tokyo is terrified of Rikuo, and wants
him dead! But Rikuo’s got other problems too. In Shibuya, a yokai is
turning human girls into monsters. And he’s got a special spell in store
for Rikuo when he tries to stop him." Reads R to L (Japanese Style) for
teen audiences.
Seraph of the End, Vol. 9 - Takaya Kagami 2016-06-07
The attack on Nagoya continues! The Japanese Imperial Demon Army
descends on the vampire nobles, aiming to exterminate them completely.
The nobles fall one by one until vampire Crowley Eusford takes twenty
human hostages. He aims to lure Guren out and capture him for
information. Can Guren, Shinoa and Narumi squads work together to
rescue the hostages and defeat Crowley and his minions? -- VIZ Media
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan, Vol. 1 - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2011-03-14
Rikuo grew up in a house full of yokai, so he always thought they were
cool. But the kids in his class talk about yokai like they're bad! When his
grandfather announces Rikuo as his chosen heir to run the Nura clan,
Rikuo is torn between his human nature and his duties as a yokai. The
rest of the clan's not so crazy about a wimpy part-human as their ruler,
particularly Gagoze, a high-ranking yokai who would rather eat a human
than be ruled by one. -- VIZ Media
Kaguya-sama: Love Is War, Vol. 8 - Aka Akasaka 2019-05-07
Will Miyuki’s hormones keep him loyal to Kaguya or lead him astray?
Meanwhile, Miko is interpreting everything she observes in the student
council as risqué. Then, a shojo manga makes everyone romance crazy.
Somebody actually, finally asks somebody out! And Kaguya and Miyuki
accidentally get locked inside a room together... Lovesick: figure of
speech or actual ailment? -- VIZ Media
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan, Vol. 20 - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2014-04-01
Thanks to rumors, all of Tokyo is terrified of Rikuo and wants him dead!
But Rikuo’s got other problems too. In Shibuya, a yokai is turning human
girls into monsters, and he’s got a special spell in store for Rikuo when
he tries to stop him. -- VIZ Media
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2014-08-05
While the day belongs to humans, the night belongs to
yokai,supernatural creatures that thrive on human fear. Caught between
theseworlds is Rikuo Nura. He's three-quarters human, but his
grandfather isnone other than Nurarihyon, the supreme commander of
the Nura clan, apowerful yokai consortium. So, Rikuo is an ordinary
teenager threequarters of the time, until his yokai blood awakens. Then

Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2011-02-01
While the day belongs to humans, the night belongs to
yokai,supernatural creatures that thrive on human fear. Reads R to L
(Japanese Style) T audience. While the day belongs to humans, the night
belongs to yokai,supernatural creatures that thrive on human fear.
Caught between these worlds is Rikuo Nura. He's three-quarters human,
but his grandfather is none other than Nurarihyon, the supreme
commander of the Nura clan, a powerful yokai consortium. So, Rikuo is
an ordinary teenages three quarters of the time, until his yokai blood
awakens. Then Rikuo transforms into the future leader of the Nura clan,
leading a hundred demons.
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan - 2013-10-01
As Rikuo battles against the terrifying Ripper, Ryuji and Yura travel to
the village that devours people.
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan, Vol. 19 - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2014-02-04
Rihan and Kurotabo join forces in decadent Edo Period Japan, forming an
otherworldly bond in order to vanquish their enemy. Little do they know
that the Hundred Stories clan and its leader—the dreadful, dismembered
Sanmoto—are far from defeated! Back in the present, a yokai named
Kudan is spreading rumors that Rikuo is bent on world destruction and
must be stopped by any means... -- VIZ Media
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan, Vol. 24 - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2014-12-02
Key members of the Nura clan plunge into battle with the Gokadoin clan,
but as the fighting wears on, Rikuo struggles to keep his clan energized.
Meanwhile, Ryuji seeks a way to penetrate the Gokadoin stronghold...Aoi
Spiral Castle! -- VIZ Media
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan - 2013-08-06
Rikuo is set to become the Third Heir to the Nura clan, but this new
responsibility will bring more headaches and discontent.
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan, Vol. 6 - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2011-12-06
Yokai rumble! Rikuo leads his Night Parade of a Hundred Demons in a
street fight against the 88 Demons of Shikoku. But Rikuo doesn’t know
that the maniacal leader of the 88 Demons, Tamazuki, is wielding a
secret weapon: the Devil’s Blade, a legendary sword that absorbs the
energy of the demons it slays. When the sun rises, the Paranormal Patrol
visits a girl who’s being visited by a jyami, a type of ghost that only
haunts outcasts. -- VIZ Media
Wonder Twins Vol. 2: The Fall and Rise of the Wonder Twins - Mark
Russell 2020-08-11
The adventures of Jayna and Zan continue in Mark Russell's zany Wonder
Twins Vol. 2! The world is saved! Or is it? Jayna and Zan are heroes, but
they still have to go to high school and live in the same real world as the
rest of us. When the bad guys get beaten and sent to jail, does it really
end the problem? Mark Russell brings his signature humor and satire to
the continuing adventures of the out-of-this-world Wonder Twins Vol. 2!
Aimed at providing readers with honest and innovative reading
experiences, Brian Michael Bendis' Wonder Comics is a celebration of
the moments of in life when discoveries are made--when purpose and
meaning are revealed and destinies are defined. Featuring the young
heroes of the DC Universe as penned by all-star creative teams in
exciting new adventures that will celebrate the wonders of life, love and
comics. Collects Wonder Twins #7-12.
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan, Vol. 23 - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2014-10-07
Yura and Tsuchigumo are under attack in Tsuchigumo’s home territory of
Kyushu! The Gokadoin clan's Hiruko, a descendant of the evil Seimei, is
more powerful than they had expected. Meanwhile Rikuo seeks advice
from his grandfather...How will he gather enough fear to defeat this
fearsome enemy?! -- VIZ Media
Redmoon - Mina Hwang 2001
In a city somewhere on Earth, Philar is an ordinary high school student
who usually visits the local game arcade after finishing his studies. One
day, however, while at the arcade, hooligans decide to cause trouble that
inadvertently involves Philar. To everyone's surprise he fights back;
surrounded by some unknown power, he displays incredible fighting
skills and easily wins the day. As the rumors spread about Philar, they
come to the attention of Lunarena: an assassin sent by Azlar, Prince to
Aguilas, to kill the legendary Sun, who he believes may have escaped to
Earth. The beautiful Lunarena joins Philar in class posing as a new
student. Taking no chances, she attacks Philar vehemently...can he
withstand her master swordskills or her psionic powers? Don't miss this
battle!
Kaguya-sama: Love Is War, Vol. 9 - Aka Akasaka 2019-07-02
Will Chika agree to train Miyuki one more time to make up for yet
another of his surprising deficiencies? Then, Miyuki’s sister and father
meddle in his (mostly hypothetical) love life. Rumors that plague Yu have
nura-rise-of-the-yokai-clan-vol-25-pdf
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Rikuotransforms into the future leader of the Nura clan, leading a
hundreddemons. The battle against Nue heats up as Rikuo and members
of the opposing clans move to Mt. Osore, a holy mountain where spirits
of the dead are called into battle. Will a reforged Nenekirimaru, the
renowned yokai-killing blade, work to defeat the legions of the undead?
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan, Vol. 14 - 2013-04-02
As Nurarihyon is attacked by hordes of angry Kyoto yokai, Rikuo and his
hundred demons arrive to attempt to take down Hagoromo-Gitsune, a
yokai about to give birth to a dangerous dark-arts yokai from the past! A
massive battle ensues that reveals secrets of Rikuo's family history... and
puts him in some serious risk of bodily harm!
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2011-10-04
When night falls, the yokai king will rise. Reads R to L (Japanese Style).
While the day belongs to humans, the night belongs to yokai,
supernatural creatures that thrive on human fear. Caught between these
worlds is Rikuo Nura. He's three-quarters human, but his grandfather is
none other than Nurarihyon, the supreme commander of the Nura clan, a
powerful yokai consortium. So, Rikuo is an ordinary teenager three
quarters of the time, until his yokai blood awakens. Then Rikuo
transforms into the future leader of the Nura clan, leading a hundred
demons. A Yokai with Wings Darker than Night Rikuo has successfully
defended his classmates from the vicious Inugami’s mad-dog attack. But
that battle is just a hint of what’s to come. The sinister Tamazuki has
remained in his human form so far, but now he’s unleashing his true
form: a ferocious yokai leading the 88 Demons of Shikoku, a disciplined
demon horde hell-bent on taking the Nura clan out. With Nurarihyon
missing, Rikuo must step up as a warrior and a leader.
Yui Kamio Lets Loose, Vol. 3 - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2020-06-23
As the bond between Ryunosuke and Koharu strengthens, the terrifying
truth about the world is revealed. Can they summon the courage to face
their fears? Read the exciting conclusion to The Last Saiyuki plus a
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bonus pilot chapter that examines how the series was created! -- VIZ
Media
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan, Vol. 22 - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2014-08-05
The battle against Nue heats up as Rikuo and members of the opposing
clans move to Mt. Osore, a holy mountain where spirits of the dead are
called into battle. Will a reforged Nenekirimaru, the renowned yokaikilling blade, work to defeat the legions of the undead? -- VIZ Media
Natsume’s Book of Friends, Vol. 21 - Yuki Midorikawa 2018-01-02
Nyanko Sensei hasn’t been home in days, and Natsume is starting to get
worried. He knows Sensei left in a party mood, but he has no idea where
his friend and bodyguard was headed. And now there are rumors of evil
spirits from the east heading to the local forest. Will Natsume have to
face this threat all on his own? -- VIZ Media
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2013-06-04
With the birth of Nue, ancestor to the world-killing Gokadoin clan, Rikuo
and his allies must try to stop not only the new being, but also the yokai
that brought it life.
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan, Vol. 12 - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2012-12-04
As Rikuo trains to increase his Fear, his true yokai power, the human
yokai hunter, Kubinashi, goes on a rampage to kill the yokai of Kyoto.
Kubinashi is attacked and kept at bay by the yokai Ibaraki-Doji who has a
shocking weapon—the Devil’s Drum, a deadly attack with a dark secret
to its range of power! -- VIZ Media
Nura: Rise of the Yokai Clan, Vol. 21 - Hiroshi Shiibashi 2014-06-03
Rikuo and the Nura clan fight off the devious body parts of a dissected
Sanmoto Gorozaemon, while Rikuo’s allies fight back against his
reputation as the harbinger of the apocalypse. But battle still looms
against the members of the Hundred Stories clan... And it’s possible that
Sanmoto himself could be reborn in the form of yet another ghost story! - VIZ Media
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